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PART III.

THE Lancashire Witches and their practices are too well known 
to require a lengthened description. Their repute appears to 
have culminated in the days of our "English Solomon," 
James I, and they flourished most vigorously during the 
hottest persecution. So numerous were they in the times of 
which we speak that, " in every place and parish," says 
Brand in his Popular Antiquities, " any old woman with a 
" wrinkled face, a furrowed brow, a hairy lip, a squint eye, a 
" squeaking voice, and a scolding tongue; having a ragged cloak 
" on her back, a skullcap on her head, a spindle in her hand, 
" and a dog, or cat, by her side, was not only suspected for a 
" witch, but was pronounced to be so, and had to suffer accord- 
" ingly." Witchcraft was denned by our Royal Author to be 
a species of sorcery by which persons entered into a contract 
with the Devil, who furnished them with a " familiar spirit," 
and enabled them " in many instances to change the course of 
" nature to raise winds to perform actions that require more 
" than human strength, and to afflict those that offend them 
" with the sharpest pains." To him, the reason why twenty 
women were given to witchcraft for one man was very plain; 
for he lays it down in his Demonology as an undisputed fact



that, since the " fair sex is frailer than man is, so it is easier 
" for them to be entrapped in those gross snares of the Divell, 
" as was over-well proved by the serpent's deceiving of Eva at 
" the beginning, which makes him the homelier with that sex 
" sensine." So far as the writer is aware there is now no classi 
fication of witches into white, black, and grey, as was once 
the case ; but the belief in witchcraft in general still survives 
amongst our country population. The comparatively unedu 
cated entertain no doubt on the subject; and many otherwise 
well-informed persons may yet be found who will quote the 
Levitical command, " Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live," 
as proof that both witches and witchcraft are acknowledged by 
the highest authority.

Some years ago, I formed the acquaintance of an elderly 
gentleman who had retired from business after amassing an 
ample fortune by the manufacture of cotton. He was pos 
sessed of a considerable amount of general information had 
studied the world by which he was surrounded and was a 
leading member of the Wesleyan connection. The faith 
element, however, predominated amongst his religious prin 
ciples, and hence both he and his family were firm believers in 
witchcraft. They read the News from the Invisible World 
without entertaining any doubts respecting the authenticity or 
truth of that celebrated collection of ghost stories and appari 
tions ; and to these the old-man added some choice proofs of 
the effects of diabolical influence from his own experience. 
On one occasion, according to my informant, both he and the 
neighbouring farmers suffered much from loss of cattle, and 
from the unproductiveness of their sheep. The cream was 
bynged in the churn, and would bring forth no butter. Their 
cows died mad in the shippons, and no- farrier could be found 
who was able to fix upon the diseases which afflicted them, 
Horses were bewitched out of their stables through the loop 
holes after the doors had been safelv locked, and were



frequently found strayed to a considerable distance when they 
ought to have been safe in their stalls. Lucky-stones had 
lost their virtues; horse-shoes nailed behind the doors were 
of little use ; and sickles hung across the beams had no effect 
in averting the malevolence of the evil-doer. At length sus 
picion rested upon an old man, a noted astrologer and fortune 
teller, who resided near New Church, in Eossendale, and it 
was determined to put an end both to their ill-fortune and his 
career by performing the requisite ceremonials for " Killing 
" a Witch." It was a cold November evening when the process 
commenced. A thick fog covered the valleys, and the wild 
winds whistled across the dreary moors. The farmers, how 
ever, were not deterred. They met at the house of one of 
their number, whose cattle were then supposed to be under the 
influence of the wizard; and having procured a live cock- 
chicken they stuck him full of pins and burnt him alive, 
whilst repeating some magical incantation. A cake was also 
made of oatmeal, mixed with the urine of those bewitched, 
and after having been marked with the name of the person 
suspected was then burnt in a similar manner. The elements 
seemed conscious that something fearful was being transacted. 
The wind suddenly rose to a tempest and threatened the 
destruction of the house. Dreadful meanings as of some one 
in intense agony were heard without, whilst a sense of horror 
seized upon all within. At the moment when the storm was 
at the wildest the wizard knocked at the door, and in piteous 
tones desired admittance. They had previously been warned 
by the " wise man " whom they had consulted that such would 
be the case, and had been charged not to yield to their feelings 
of humanity by allowing him to enter. Had they done so 
he would have regained all his influence, for the virtue of the 
spell would have been dissolved. Again and again did he 
implore them to open the door, and pleaded the bitterness of 
the wintry blast, but no one answered from within. They



were deaf to all his entreaties, and at last the wizard wended 
his way across the moors as best he could. The spell there 
fore was enahled to have its full effect, and within a week the 
Rossendale wizard was locked in the cold embrace of Death.* 

Pendle Forest, in the neighbourhood of Burnley, has long 
been notorious for its witches. No fewer than ten of the 
residents in that locality suffered the extreme penalty of the 
law at Lancaster in August, 1612, and one died in prison. 
Some twenty years later the lives of several others were im 
perilled by the evidence of Edmund Eobinson, as given 
before Richard Shuttleworth and John Starkie, Esqrs., two of 
" His Majesty's Justices of the Peace." Two hundred years 
have since passed away, and yet the old opinions survive ; for 
it is notorious that throughout the Forest the farmers still
endeavour to

" Chase the evil spirits away; by dint 
" Of sickle, horse-shoe, and hollow flint."

Clay or wax images, pierced through with pins or needles, are 
occasionally met with in churchyards and gardens where they 
have been placed for the purpose of causing the death of the 
persons they represent, t We may observe that our Saxon 
forefathers were addicted to the same practices. Consumptive 
patients and paralytics are frequently said to he bewitched; and

  The author of ScarsdaU has given a graphic sketch of this process in the 
chapter on " Life in a Moorland Farm "; from which it appears that he is well 
acquainted with our local superstitions. In order to prevent misapprehension, 
it may be stated that the author had access to my MSS. when writing those 
portions of his work.

t Ferdinando, the fifth Earl of Derby, was supposed to have been bewitched to 
death in this manner : " The tenth of April, 1594, about midnight, was found 
" in his Hon. bedchamber by one Mr. Halsall, are image of wax, with haire like 
" unto the haire of his Hon.'s head twisted thorowe the bellie thereof, from the 
" navel unto the secrets, . . This image was hastilie cast unto the fyre by 
" Mr. Halsall before it was viewed, because he thoughL&y burning the same he 
" should relieve my Lord from witchcraft, and burn tlie witch who so much tor- 
" mented bis Honr. But it fell out contrarie to his love and affection, for after 
" the melting thereof hia Honr. more and more declined." (Harl. MSS. Cod. 
347, fol. 204.)



the common Lancashire proverh, " draw blood of a witch and 
" she cannot harm you," has been many times practically 
verified upon quarrelsome females within my own experience. 
In extreme cases the "witch-killer" is resorted to, and implicit 
faith in his powers is not a rare item in the popular creed. 
Such a person usually combines the practice of Astrology 
with his other avocations. He casts nativities ; gives advice 
respecting stolen property; tells fortunes; and writes out 
charms for the protection of those who may consult him. The 
following is a correct copy of one of these documents which 
was found over the door of a house in the neighbourhood of 
Burnley. Its occupier had experienced " ill-luck," and he 
thus sought protection from all evil-doers.

" Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, 
" Trine, Sextile, Dragon's Head, Dragon's Tail, I Charge you 
" all to gard this hause from all evils spirits whatever, and gard 
" it from all Desorders, and from aney thing being taken 
" wrangasly, and give this famaly good Ealth and Welth."

Another individual, well known to the writer, was so far 
convinced that certain casualties which happened to his 
cattle arose from the practice of witchcraft that he un 
consciously resorted to the old worship of Baal, and consumed 
a live calf in a fire in order to counteract the influences of 
his unknown enemies-. Almost every door about his house 
had its horse-shoe nailed to it for a similar purpose. Such 
instances may perhaps be doubted by those who are not 
sufficiently familiar with our rural population; or they may 
urge that such credulity is only to be found amongst the most 
ignorant. This, however, is not always the case, for even the 
wives of clergymen have been known to consult these " wise 
" men " on doubtful matters respecting which they desired 
more satisfactory information !

When we come to examine the miscellaneous customs and 
superstitions of the county we find many remarkable traces of
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a former belief. Tradition has again been true to her vocation; 
and in several instances has been most careful to preserve the 
minutim of the mode of operation and supposed effects of 
each minor spell and incantation. The principal difficulty 
now lies in the selection; for the materials are so plentiful 
that none but the most striking can be noticed. Among these 
we observe that, a ringing in the ears ; shooting of the eyes ; 
throwing down, or spilling the salt; putting on the left shoe 
first; lucky and unlucky days; pouring melted lead into water; 
stopping blood by means of charms ; the use of waxen images; 
enchanted girdles; and lover's knots ; are all observed and ex 
plained almost exactly as amongst the Greeks and Eomans. 
The details in many have been preserved to the very letter, 
whilst the supposed effects are exactly the same both in the 
ancient and modern times. Our marriageable maidens never 
receive knives, or any pointed implements, from their suitors, 
for the very same reason that such presents were rejected by 
their Scandinavian ancestors they portend a " breaking off " 
in the matrimonial arrangements, and are notorious for 
" severing love."

" If you love me as I love you,
" No knife shall cut our love in two."

When a Lancashire damsel desires to know what sort of a 
husband she will have, on New Year's Eve she pours some 
melted lead into a glass of water and observes what forms the 
drops assume. When they resemble scissors she concludes 
that she must rest satisfied with a tailor; if they appear in 
the form of a hammer, he will be a smith or a carpenter; and 
so of others. I have met with many instances of this class 
in which the examples given did not admit of easy contra 
diction.

We still hold that, if gratitude be expressed on receiving a 
remedy for any disease, it will in consequence lose its effect. 
Hence medical men do not always find their patients remark-



ably free in expressing their obligations. We never return 
thanks for a loan of pins. A " winding sheet" on the candle 
forebodes death; and dogs howling indicate a similar ca 
lamity.* Almost every one is aware that cuttings of human 
hair ought always to be burnt; that if thirteen sit down to 
dinner one of them will die before the end of the year; that 
it is unlucky to meet a woman the first thing in the morning; 
and that a horse-shoe nailed or let into the step of the door 
will prevent the entrance of any evil-disposed person. We 
have probably derived nearly the whole of these notions from 
the Scandinavian settlers in the North of England. They 
considered it quite possible too to raise the Devil by the same 
means now practised by our " wise men " ; and after their 
conversion to Christianity they are known to have marked their 
dough with a cross in order to ensure its rising; a practice 
which many of our country matrons still retain. Sodden 
bread is always considered to be bewitched, provided the yeast 
,was good, and hence the necessity for the protection of the 
cross.

Our peasantry retain the notion so prevalent in North Ger 
many, that the night-mare is a demon which sometimes takes , 
the form of a cat, or a dog, and they seek to counteract its influ 
ences by placing their shoes under the bed with the toes outward 
on retiring to rest. -When eating eggs, our ancestors were 
careful to break the shells lest the witches should use them to 
their disadvantage. We do the same for a slightly different 
reason; it is counted unlucky to leave them whole. They 
avoided cutting their nails on a Friday, because bad luck would 
follow; but we have improved upon their practice and now 
lay down the whole theory as follows : 

" Cut your nails on a Monday, cut them for news; 
" Cut them on Tuesday, a new pair of shoes;

* This popular opinion appears to be very ancient and wide-spread; for it has 
bsen noticed by Moses as prevailing in Egypt. Exodus zi. 5-7.



" Cut them on Wednesday, cut them for health ;
" Cut them on Thursday, cut them for wealth;
" Cut them on Friday, cut them for woe;
" Cut them on Saturday, a journey you'll go;
" Cut them on Sunday, you cut them for evil;
" For all the next week you'll be ruled hy the Devil." 

We always get out of bed either on the right side, or with 
the right foot first; we take care not to cross two knives on the 
table; mothers never allow a child to be weighed soon after 
its birth ; our children still blow their ages at marriage from 
the tops of the dandelion; and all these for similar reasons, and 
with similar objects, to those of the peasantry of Northumbria 
during the period of Danish rule. They supposed that the 
dead followed their usual occupations in the spirit-world, and 
hence, probably, the weapons of war and the implements of 
domestic life which we find amongst the ashes of their dead. 
They were also of opinion that buried treasure caused the 
ghosts of the owners to haunt the places of concealment; 
and many of our country population retain the same opinions 
without the slightest modification.

The efficacy of lucky-stones worn round the neck of 
branches of the " wicken tree," or mountain ash of spoons 
made from the wood of the ivy and of numerous other 
minor safeguards from evil and disease, is still undoubted by 
many. No medical man, we are told, will rub ointment on a 
wound with the fore-finger of his right hand, because it is 
popularly counted venomous; a dead man's hand is said to 
have the power of curing wens and other excrescences of the 
skin; three spiders worn about the neck will prevent the 
ague; and a string with nine knots tied upon it, placed about 
the neck of a child, is reported to be an infallible remedy for 
the hooping cough. The same effect also follows from passing 
the child nine times round the neck of a female ass according 
to the popular creed of the county. Our wise men still sell 
the following charm for the cure of continued toothache ; but



it must be worn inside the vest or stays, and over the left 
breast: " Ass Sant Fetter sat at the geats of Jerusalm our 
" Blessed Lord and Sevour Jesus Crist Pased by and Sead, 
" What Eleth thee hee sead Lord my Teeth Ecketh he sead 
" arise and folpw mee and thy Teeth shall never Eake Eney 
" moor. Fiat + Fiat + Fiat + " *

If we are troubled with warts we must steal a piece of beef 
from a butcher's stall and bury it at a place where three roads 
meet; for as the beef decays the warts will disappear. Gal 
vanised rings have latterly taken the place of silver ones 
made from the hinges of coffins for the cure of fits, or for the 
prevention of cramp. Fried mice are yet given to children in 
order to cure non-retention of urine during sleep. An elderly 
female, of my acquaintance, confidently predicted the early 
death of her grand-child, from the fact of its having cut its 
double teeth first; and when the event really happened soon 
after, she quoted her prediction and its fulfilment in proof of 
the correctness of the popular notion. Most grandmothers 
will exclaim " God bless you," when they hear a child sneeze; 
and they sum up the philosophy of the subject in the following 
lines, which used to delight us in our younger days. If you

" Sneeze on a Monday, you sneeze for danger;
" Sneeze on a Tuesday, you kiss a stranger;
"Sneeze on a Wednesday, you sneeze for a letter ; 

" Sneeze on a Thursday, for something better;
" Sneeze on a Friday, you sneeze for sorrow;
" Sneeze on a Saturday, your sweetheart to-morrow;
" Sneeze on a Sunday, your safety seek,
 ' The Devil will have you the whole of the week." 

In most parts of Lancashire it is customary for children to 
xepeat the following invocation every evening, on retiring to 
bed, along with the Lord's Prayer and the Creed : 

" Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, 
" Bless the bed which I lie on;

* This is a real instance, and is noticed in Carr'i Glottary, vol. ii. p. 204; 
also in Notts and Queries as prevalent in other counties.
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" There are four corners to my bed,
" And four angels oveispread,
" Two at the feet, two at the head.
" If any ill thing me betide,

" Beneath your wings my body hide.
" Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John,
" Bless the bed that I lie on. Amen." *

The influence of the " evil eye" is felt as strongly in this 
county as in any other part of the world, and various means 
are resorted to in order to prevent its effects. " Drawing 
" blood above the mouth" of the person suspected, is the 
favourite antidote in the neighbourhood of Burnley; and in 
the district of Craven, a few miles within the borders of 
Yorkshire, a person who was well disposed towards his 
neighbours is believed to have slain a pear-tree which grew 
opposite his house by directing towards it " the first morning 
" glances " of his evil eye.f Spitting three times in the 
person's face; turning a live coal on the fire ; and exclaiming 
" the Lord be with us," are other means of averting its 
influence.

Should one of your children fall sick when on a visit at a 
friend's house, it is held to be sure to entail bad luck on that

  This is noticed by the Bev. W. Thornber in his History of Blackpool, p. 99; 
also in the Oxford Essays, 1858, p. 137; and my friend the Eev. James 
Dugan, M.A., T.C.D., informs me that the Irish midwives in Ulster use a very 
similar formula when visiting their patients. They first mark each corner of the 
house, on the outside, with a cross, and previously to entering repeat the follow 
ing words: 

" There are four corners to her bed,
" Four angels at her head : 
" Matthew, Mark, Luke and John,
" God bless the bed that she lies on.
" New Moon, new Moon, God bless me,
" God bless this house and family."

+ See Carr's Craven Glossary, vol. i. p. 137 " Look, sir," said Mr. Carr's 
informant, " at that pear tree, it wor some years back, sir, a maast flourishin tree. 
" Iwry morniu, as soon as he first oppans the door, that he may not cast his ee 
" on onny yan passin by, he fixes his een o' that pear tree, and ye plainly see 
" how it's deed away."
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family for the rest of the year if you stay over New Year's 
Day. Persons have been known to travel sixty miles with a 
sick child rather than run the risk. A flake of soot on the 
bars of the grate, is said to indicate the approach of a 
stranger a bright spark on the wick of a candle betokens a 
similar event when the fire burns briskly, some lover is good 
humoured and a cinder thrown out by a jet of gas from 
burning coals is looked upon as a coffin or a purse of gold, 
according to its peculiar shape. Crickets in a house are said 
to indicate good fortune ; but should they forsake the chimney 
corner, it is a sure sign of coming misfortunes. To kill, or 
ill use, swallows, wrens, redbreasts, &c., is counted un 
fortunate; for these all frequent our houses for good; and 
we have a common stanza current amongst us which declares 
that : 

" A Eobin and a Wren
" Are God Almighty's cock and hen;
" A Spink and a Sparrow

" Are the Devil's bow and arrow."

When we see one magpie, it is a sign of bad luck; two denote 
merriment; three, a marriage ; four, the arrival of good news. 
So says our prose version; but the poetical narrative runs 
thus: 

" One for sorrow; two for mirth;
" Three for a wedding; Jour for a birth."

We still dislike the moaning of owls and the croaking of 
ravens, as much as the Eomans did of old; they, too, spat 
upon their enemies, and esteemed it a charm against all 
fascination. In Lancashire, our boys spit over their fingers- 
in order to screw up their courage to the fighting point; and 
at other times to attest their innocence of some petty crime 
laid to their charge. Travellers, and recruits, still spit upon 
a stone and then throw it away, in order to insure prosperous 
journeys; and our hucksters always spit upon the first
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money they receive in the morning, that they may have ready 
sale and " good luck " during the day. " Hansell," they say, 
" is always lucky when well wet."

The Folklore of dreams is an extensive subject, and would 
require a series of essays for its full elucidation. On this 
occasion we can only glance at one or two of the most 
common practices in illustration of the prevaling supersti 
tions of the county. The Royal Dream Book, and Napoleon a 
Book of Fate, command an extensive sale amongst our 
operatives, and may be consulted for additional information. 
Suffice it to say, that our country maidens are well aware that 
triple leaves plucked at hazard from the common ash, are 
 worn in the breast for the purpose of causing prophetic 
dreams respecting a dilatory lover. The leaves of the yello'w 
trefoil are supposed to possess similar virtues; and the 
Bible is not unfrequently put under their pillows with a 
crooked sixpence placed on the 16th and 17th verses of the 
first chapter of Euth, in order that they may both dream of, 
and see, their future husbands. " Opening the Bible for 
"direction" is still practised after any troublesome dream, or 
when about to undertake any doubtful matter. To dream of 
the teeth falling out betokens death, or the loss of a lawsuit. 
Other signs of death are dreaming of seeing the Devil; or 
hearing a sound like the stroke of a wand on any piece of 
furniture. The proverb that " lawyers and asses always die 
" in their shoes," is invariably quoted when any sudden 
calamity befalls one of the profession.

It is well known that the ancients performed certain rites 
and ceremonies at the changes of the Moon ; and hence that 
luminary has added some curious items to the popular creed. 
Old Mother Bunch's Garland is an authority on these 
matters, and amongst many other things it teaches expectant 
females who desire to pry into futurity, to cross their hands 
on the appearance of the new Moon and exclaim : 
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"All hail! new Moon ; all hail to thee! 
I pray thee good Moon, declare to me 
This night, who my true love shall be."

Our farmers predict fair weather, or the reverse, according as 
the new Moon " lies on her hack," or " stands upright." In 
the former case " she will hold water: " in the latter not. It 
is also very unlucky for any one to look at the new Moon, 
for the first time, through the window. Christinas thorns 
are said to blossom only on Old Christmas Day; and 
persons will go considerable distances at midnight in 
order to witness the blossoming. Oxen, too, are sup 
posed to acknowledge the importance of the Nativity of 
Christ, by going down on their knees at the same hour; 
and this is often quoted as a proof that our legislators were 
wrong in depriving our forefathers of their " eleven days" 
when the new style was enforced by Act of Parliament.* 
Should females, or light-haired persons, be the first to enter a 
house on New Year's Day, they are supposed to bring bad 
luck for the current year. Various precautions are taken in 
most families to prevent this misfortune, and hence many 
persons with black hair are in the habit of going from house 
to house on that day " to take the New Year in," for which 
they are treated with liquor and presented with a small 
gratuity.

When persons hear the cuckoo for the first time in the 
Spring, it is put down as a sure sign of coming prosperity if 
they happen to have gold, silver, and copper, in their pockets; 
 it is also counted lucky for lambs to have their faces 
towards us when first seen in the fields. Some of our fanners

» The use of the old style in effect, is not yet extinct in Lancashire. The 
writer knows an old man, E. H., of Hahergham, about 77 years of age, who 
always reckons the changes of the seasons in this manner. He alleges the 
practice of his grandfather and father in support of his method; and states with 
much confidence that " Perliment did'nt change t' seeasuns wen thay chang'd 
" t' day ot munth."
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are superstitious enough to hang in the chimney a portion of 
the flesh of any animal which has died of distemper as a 
protection from similar afflictions; they also preserve with 
great care the membrane which sometimes envelopes a newly 
born foal in the hope that it will ensure them good luck for 
the future. Sailors do not like to set sail on a Friday. 
Servant girls will rarely enter upon a new service either on 
a Friday, or on a Saturday ; should they do so, they have an 
opinion that they will disagree with their mistresses and " not 
" stay long in place." Most females entertain strong objec 
tions against giving evidence, or taking oaths, before the 
magistrates, when enceinte. At Burnley, not long ago, a 
witness in a case of felony was threatened with imprisonment 
before she would comply with the necessary forms. All 
children that are born in the twilight of certain days are in 
consequence supposed to be endowed with the faculty of 
seeing spirits ; and some of our " wise men" take advantage 
of this and persuade their dupes that they were so circum 
stanced at birth.

I might multiply such instances to an almost indefinite 
extent, did space permit; but the preceding will suffice to 
prove both the probable origin and prevalence of many of our 
popular superstitions. To a greater or less extent their 
influence pervades all classes of society ; and he who would 
elevate the intellectual condition of the people must not 
neglect this thick stratum of common notions which under 
lies the deepest deposits of mental culture. As a recent 
writer in the Quarterly Review reports of Cornwall, so we 
may state of Lancashire : " Pages might be filled, not with 
"mere legends wrought up for literary purposes, but with 
" serious accounts of the wild delusions which seem to have 
"lived on from the very birth of Pagan antiquity, and still to 
" hold their influence among the earnest and Christian people 
" of this portion of England * * * Superstition
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" lives on, with little abatement of vitality, in the human 
" heart. In the lower classes it wears its old fashions, with 
" very slow alterations in the higher, it changes with the 
" rapidity of modes in fashionable circles. We read with a 
" smile of amusement and pity, the account of some pro- 
"vincial conjuror, who follows with slight changes, the trade 
" of the Witch of Endor; and we then compose our features 
" to a grave expression of interest for so society requires  
" to listen to some enlightened person's description of the 
"latest novelties in table-turning, or spirit-rapping; or to some 
"fair patient's account of her last conversation with her last 
" quack doctor. Certainly, the Celtic races stand pre-eminent 
"in the variety and strangeness of their intimacy with the 
" invisible world;" and it behoves those who labour to effect 
any radical changes in their mental condition, to acquaint 
themselves more particularly with these secret causes of non- 
success. So long as the minds of the bulk of our population 
are swayed by such subtle influences as these, we need not 
be surprised that Mormonism finds its dupes Clairvoyance 
its advocates and Spirit-rapping its mono-maniacs amongst 
those who otherwise deservedly occupy a high rank in the 
scale of intellectual society.

In these Essays I have advanced little beyond what has 
been derived from my own experience, and I doubt' not but 
that numerous additions may be made from other localities by 
those who may interest themselves in the matter. When so 
much that is curious can be found within a circle of some 
forty miles in diameter, taking Blackburn as a centre, what a 
harvest may be expected from a careful gleaning in all the 
undisturbed nooks and corners of the land; and what if the 
inquiry were extended so as to embrace the whole of the 
United Kingdom. The labours of Croker, Keightley, Thorpe 
and Kemble, following in the wake of the Brothers Grimm, 
have added considerably to our knowledge of the folklore of



the North of Europe ; but much yet remains to be collected 
before the subject can be examined in all its hearings. A 
humble labourer in the same field may therefore hope to be 
excused for presuming to cast in his mite to the common 
treasury. His collections are by no means exhausted, but 
enough has been adduced to prove that the Customs and 
Superstitions of Lancashire are not unworthy of our attention ; 
and he now dismisses the subject in the hope that it will be 
further prosecuted by abler hands, until the whole of our 
folklore has been collected and arranged.


